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An eternity ring is a lady's ring, worn on the hand, comprising of a band of precious metal (usually
gold) set with a continuous line of identically cut gemstones (usually diamonds) to symbolize never-
ending love. It is the most common gift usually given from a husband to his wife on the occasion of a
significant anniversary.

The presence of stones all the way round the eternity ring can make it cumbersome to wear; the
alternative is to have the stones across the face of the ring only. This is sometimes referred to as a
"half-eternity" ring rather than a "full" eternity ring.

This ring can mean so much when it comes to love. It is the precious, and one of oldest symbols of
your commitment to another person. For an engagement ring or a wedding band, off course eternity
ring is the most popular.

An eternity is very specific symbol for eternal love. Most eternity rings are studded with diamond,
virtually unbreakable, makes it perfect for an engagement ring. Symbolizing a promise, promise of
love and commitment, that will not be destroyed. Diamonds itself have many meanings from purity
to strength. Hence diamond jewelry also is significant, depending on the style; diamonds in circles
are generally symbols for eternity. This is a popular style in wedding bands where the significance
has come to mean eternal love.

Eternity means forever, and the diamonds all the way around in circle, meaning the love you have
for that person is a continuous and never ending. When you give an eternity ring, it means that you
will cherish that person for always, that nothing can break the love you two have for each other.
Each diamond on the band can signify all the different moments you have already shared: first date,
first kiss, year anniversary, engagement, marriage, honeymoon, and children. If your life has not
lead you to accomplish all these important stages just yet, the ring can still hold special significance,
it will symbolize the future you want together with that person by your side.

Eternity rings are often given as the wedding band, with its raising in popularity the last couple of
years. A perfect complement to an engagement ring, its breathtaking design can also stand alone.

People spend their whole lives looking for that one special person; why not make sure that person
knows you are always thinking of them in your life now and in your future.
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